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Abstract
Background: Liver iron overload is a common diagnosis in patients with frequent blood transfusions. MRI is a promising 

non-invasive method for assessing liver iron concentration. We have created an MR-compatible phantom to develop a method 
for the standardization of T2* mapping and following conversion of T2* values (ms) into iron concentration (mg/mL) for an 
assessment of overload grade. 

Methods and Results: The standardization process involved the development of an MR-compatible phantom with solutions 
of paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles of various concentrations mimicking various degrees of liver iron overload. Using this 
phantom, we assessed the repeatability of T2* values obtained on reference MRI scanners (3T and 1.5T) at the D. Rogachev 
NMRCPHOI on 6 MRI acquisitions with one-week intervals. To assess the reproducibility of the results obtained on other MRI 
scanners, we compared these measurements with the reference values. 

Conclusion: The method for the standardization of T2* mapping on various 1.5T and 3T MRI scanners was tested. This 
method is based on the use of our phantom to validate or calibrate (if necessary) the MRI study protocol. The standardization 
protocol provided an opportunity to use the empirical formula (revealed in our institute as well as in other studies) for converting 
T2* values from any MRI scanner into LIC (mg/mL). (International Journal of Biomedicine. 2022;12(1):24-28.)
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Introduction
Iron overload is a condition in which extra iron builds up 

in organs and tissues, causing toxic damage and, consequently, 
organ dysfunction. Iron overload may occur due to hereditary 
hemochromatosis or result from anemia requiring regular 
transfusions of donor red blood cells.(1) Timely diagnosis of 
iron overload is essential for the prediction of target organ 
dysfunction as well as for the planning and monitoring of 

chelation therapy.(2) Until recently, the only accurate method of 
iron overload assessment was the analysis of liver samples by 
atomic absorption spectrometry. Serum ferritin concentration, 
widely used as an indirect measure of iron stores in patients 
with hemochromatosis, is not always a reliable indicator of 
iron status in patients suffering from post-transfusion iron 
overload. The applicability of liver biopsy is limited by such 
major negative factors as the invasiveness of the procedure 
and significant variability in iron concentration due to 
the small size of specimens and the heterogeneity of iron 
deposition in the liver.(3) New magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) technologies allow us to quantify iron concentration in 
the liver, heart, and pancreas using special pulse sequences.(4) 
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The most widely used quantification MRI method is T2* 
mapping.(5) Iron is stored in the liver parenchyma mainly in two 
forms: ferric hydroxide bound to ferritin and ferric hydroxide 
in hemosiderin. Because of the paramagnetic properties of iron, 
iron-containing substances also exhibit paramagnetic properties. 
Paramagnets are substances that, because of magnetization 
in the presence of an external magnetic field (for example, in 
MRI), generate large inhomogeneities in local magnetic fields 
and consequently affect T2* relaxation time, which is heavily 
dependent on such inhomogeneities.(3) T2* is measured by a 
gradient echo sequence (GRE) with multiple echo times (TEs). 
The obtained images are used to create a map of T2* value 
distribution (hereinafter referred to as a “T2* map”) that is 
sensitive to ferritin and hemosiderin concentrations: the lower 
T2* values, the more iron is present in the area of interest, and 
the higher iron overload is.(6) This method is non-invasive and 
allows for a quick assessment of iron overload in the entire 
liver, thus solving the two major problems associated with liver 
biopsy at once. However, we cannot replace biopsy with T2* 
mapping because of the absence of standards for converting 
T2* values into liver iron concentration (LIC). The creation of 
the standard is crucially essential for further diagnosis and an 
accurate assessment of iron overload. 

One of the main methods for T2* values to be converted 
into LIC is an experimental calibration based on T2* mapping 
and biopsy findings.(7) However, as seen from experience, such 
calibration curves may be specific to the cause of iron overload 
as well as to methods used in the experiment (T2* mapping 
parameters, biopsy techniques, scanners used, etc.).(7) In 
other words, these restrictions substantially limit using of the 
calibration curve anywhere except the place where the curve 
was obtained (“reference MRI scanner”). Nevertheless, using 
the calibration curves is possible if T2* values acquired on any 
MRI scanner will be matched with the values from the reference 
MRI scanner. FerriScan® (Australia) is the most successful 
attempt at standardization. It is a commercial product approved 
by the United States Food and Drug Administration (the FDA) 
to calculate LIC based on T2* values.(8) This technique has 
demonstrated high reproducibility in multicenter studies.(9) 

Nevertheless, its wide use is strongly limited by the high cost. 
The aim of this study was to develop and validate 

an effective and simple algorithm that would help test the 
correspondence between T2* values obtained with various MRI 
scanners and those obtained with reference 1.5T and 3T MRI 
scanners at the National Medical Research Center of Pediatric 
Hematology, Oncology and Immunology named after Dmitry 
Rogachev by using an MR-compatible phantom containing 
paramagnetic iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles. Such an 
algorithm would allow healthcare facilities to easily start using 
T2* mapping to assess LIC (based on the conversion curve 
obtained by us previously(6)) without the necessity of laborious 
preliminary experimental creation of calibration curves. 

Materials and Methods
The Development of a Phantom 

The phantom consisted of 28 tubes, 50 ml each, filled 
with colloid solutions of various concentrations (Fig.1) 

containing paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe3O4). 
The nanoparticles were produced using the method proposed 
by Elmore(10):  

FeSO47H2O + 2FeCl36H2O + 8NH3H2O = Fe3O4 + 6NH4Cl 
+ (NH4)2SO4 + 23H2O,

where iron(III) chloride hexahydrate and iron(II) sulfate 
heptahydrate were used as carriers of ferrous and ferric ions, 
ammonium hydrate was used to precipitate and synthesize 
the nanoparticles, and citric acid, a surfactant, was used for 
growth control and stabilization of the particles. The resulting 
solution was centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes to 
precipitate large particles. The top layer of the solution filtered 
through standard filter paper with an average pore size of 3 - 5 
µm was the colloidal suspension of iron oxide nanoparticles 
that we had aimed to obtain. The resulting solutions with high 
iron concentration were diluted to achieve T2* values similar 
to those seen in a healthy liver and in the four grades of iron 
overload.(6)

MRI Scanning and Post-processing
The phantom was scanned using four MRI scanners 

from different manufacturers and with different field strengths 
(Table 1). 

Table 1.

MRI scanners used in the research

MRI scanner /
Magnetic field

strength

Maximum
gradient
strength

/slew rate

Reference / 
Control Receiver coil

Philips Achieva
dStream (Best,
The Netherlands)
/3Т

80 mT/m /
200 T/m/s

Reference 
3T MRI scanner

NMRCPHOI

dS Torso anterior 
coil combined with 
a coil integrated in 
the table, with 32 
channels in total

Philips Achieva
(Best, 
The Netherlands)
/3Т

80 mT/m /
200 T/m/s

Control 
3T MRI scanner

CRIEPST 

dS Torso anterior 
coil combined with 
a coil integrated in 
the table, with 32 
channels in total

Signa GE
(Chicago, Illinois, 
USA)/1.5Т

33 mT/m /
120 Т/m/

Reference 
1.5T MRI scanner

NMRCPHOI
8-channel Body

Array coil

Philips Ingenia
(Best,
The Netherlands)
/1.5Т

45 mT/m /
200 T/m/s

Control 
1.5T MRI scanner

NMRCTO

16-channel
FlexCoverage
Anterior coil

Fig. 1. A. An example of phantom positioning in an MRI scanner. B. 
The phantom containing superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 
(Fe3O4)
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The phantom was scanned on the reference MRI 
scanners at the Dmitry Rogachev National Medical Research 
Center of Pediatric Hematology, Oncology and Immunology 
(NMRC PHOI) 6 times with one-week interval. T2* maps 
acquisition on control MRI scanners in Clinical and Research 
Institute of Emergency Pediatric Surgery and Traumatology 
(CRIEPST) and National Medical Research Center of 
Traumatology and Orthopedics named after N. N. Priorova 
(NMRCTO). Specifications of the reference and control MRI 
scanners are presented in Table 1. The MRI protocols included 
T2* mapping using multi-phase fast gradient echo (mGRE). 
For all the scanners, the main parameters were as follows: the 
flip angle (FA) - 45°, the echo time (ТE) – 1.2 ms, the number 
of echoes – 20 with ∆TE = 1.5 ms, the repetition time (TR) – 
350 ms; the resolution – 1.5×1.5 mm. For MRI scanners with 
field strengths of 1.5T and 3T, the slice thickness was 10 and 
7 mm, respectively. 

T2* values were calculated in two ways. One was 
automatic T2* mapping using integrated commercial 
software packages. Mean T2* values were measured within 
the marked regions of interest (ROI) on T2* maps. The other 
was manual data analysis using free-available conversional 
tables.(11) T2* values in ROI were computed by exponential 
approximation of decay curves via the maximum likelihood 
method. 

Statistical Analysis. We calculated mean T2* values 
and standard deviations for each phantom tube. The statistical 
analysis was conducted using GraphPad Prism 8.0.1 software. 
The repeatability and reproducibility of T2* measurements 
were assessed. Repeatability was defined as the stability of 
data obtained during several scanning sessions on the same 
(reference) MRI scanner over a long period of time. To assess 
repeatability, we also calculated mean coefficients of variation 
with the following formula: 

 
Additionally, we evaluated linear correlations between 

the results obtained by automatic and manual processing (see 
MRI Scanning and Post-processing). 

Reproducibility was defined as the degree of agreement 
between T2* values obtained on the control MRI scanners 
and those obtained on the reference scanners using various 
methods of T2* calculation (see MRI Scanning and Post-
processing). To test the reproducibility of the results across 
different MRI scanners, we estimated the correlation between 
measurements obtained on the reference and control MRI 
scanners. Additionally, Bland-Altman plots were created 
to assess the repeatability and reproducibility of the results 
visually.

Results
An example of a T2* map (calculated using commercial 

processing software for Philips 3T MRI scanner) is represented 
in Figure 2. The ranges of T2* values for 1.5 and 3T MRI 
scanners were as follows: from 18.4 to 0.7 ms and from 14.1 
to 0.5 ms, respectively.

The mean coefficients of variation ( ) for the 
reference 1.5 and 3T MRI scanners at our center were 4% 
and 5%, respectively. The analysis of the repeatability of the 
technique on the reference MRI scanners is presented in the 
form of Bland-Altman plots (Fig. 3 A, B).  For both scanners, 
the 95% confidence intervals (CI) ranged from -0.4 to +0.4 
ms.  Standard deviations for 1.5T and 3T scanners lied in the 
range of 2% - 5% and 2% - 8%, respectively, whereas in the 
case of 3T MRI scanner, we observed an increase in the values 
of standard deviations and a decrease in T2* values.  

Fig. 2. An example of a T2* map (on the left) obtained with 
commercial processing software on the Philips 3T scanner. For 
two tubes, the examples of T2* signal decay and the dependence 
of signal intensity (relative units) on TE, ms (TE_1 = 1.2 ms, ∆TE 
= 1.5 ms) are given. The upper plot was constructed for the tube 
with the real iron concentration of 0.21 mg/mL and the T2* time = 
1.2±0.2 ms, the lower plot was constructed for the tube with the real 
iron concentration of 0.77 mg/mL and the T2* time = 9±0.2 ms. 

Fig. 3. Testing the repeatability of the results: Bland-Altman 
plots for the repeatability of the results obtained on the reference 
scanners with field strengths of 1.5T (A) and 3T (B), showing the 
mean deviations of the T2* values   (ms) from the average during 6 
observations. The correlation between T2* values (ms) obtained 
by automatic mapping on a Philips 3T scanner and by manual 
processing of T2* values   in ROI (B). 
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Furthermore, we found a significant (R2=0.99, P<0.01) 
correlation between the T2* values obtained using different 
calculation methods (Fig. 3B). 

We found significant correlations between reference 
values   and the values   obtained on other scanners (Fig. 4 A, 
B): 1.5T - R2 = 0.99 (P<0.01); 3T - R2 = 0.99 (P<0.01). The 
analysis of the reproducibility of the technique using various 
MRI scanners is presented in the form of Bland-Altman plots 
(Fig. 4 C, D). For the scanners with field strengths of 1.5T and 
3T, the 95% confidence intervals range from -0.4 to +0.4 ms, 
respectively. 

Discussion
In this study, we analyzed the repeatability and 

reproducibility of an MRI technique for assessing iron 
overload in the liver based on the application of mGRE pulse 
sequence, the most available and frequently used technique 
for measuring iron overload. The coefficients of variation 
for 6 repeated measurements obtained over one and a half 
months from MRI scanners at the D. Rogachev NMRCPHOI 
were less than 5%, indicating excellent repeatability of 
T2* measurements on both scanners. These results are also 
confirmed by the statistical analysis and Bland-Altman plots. 
A significant correlation between T2* values calculated using 
different methods suggests that one is free to choose any way 
to process data obtained from the same MRI scanner.

The mean standard deviations show that relative 
errors of T2* increase proportionally to an increase in iron 
concentration in a tube due to faster signal decay at a higher 
iron concentration and, consequently, fewer points for the 
approximation used to determine T2* values. The lower the 
field strength is, the slower the T2* relaxation process occurs 
(which also explains the difference between T2* values). 
Therefore, T2* measurement errors turn out to be smaller at 
1.5T field strength than at 3T. Still, this error associated with 
using 3T field strength scanners is not critical. It lies within 
confidence intervals (95%) for mean values obtained at 1.5T, 

which means that 3T MRI scanners can be successfully applied 
to detect iron overload. To reduce T2* measurement errors at 
3T, ultra-short echo time (UTE) sequences can be used.(12) 

This technique provides the opportunity to reduce the initial 
TE value and thus to obtain more points for the approximation 
at high iron concentrations and to increase the accuracy of 
the approximation and the reliability of the results. Moreover, 
radial data collection used in the uTE sequence allows us to 
avoid respiratory motion artifacts,(13) providing the opportunity 
to use the free-breathing sequence,(14) which is undoubtedly 
essential when working with young children.  

The results of reproducibility testing also suggest that 
the created phantom retains all necessary characteristics 
(homogeneity and the constancy of concentrations and its 
paramagnetic properties) during a long period of time and, 
thus, can be used for further evaluation of the reproducibility 
of T2* calculations on other scanners or with other scanning 
modes. In contrast to the previous attempts to create 
phantoms for T2* measurements,(15,16) in this study, we chose 
superparamagnetic iron oxide Fe3O4 (SPIO) nanoparticles as 
a paramagnetic material, since hemosiderin contains colloidal 
particles of ferric hydroxide.(17) 

Using the phantom, we tested the reproducibility of 
the T2* values   on MRI scanners from other institutions and 
compared them with the values obtained on the reference 
scanners. Based on the correlation and Bland-Altman 
analyses, T2* mapping techniques used on the 3Т and 1.5Т 
control MRI scanners demonstrated good reproducibility. As 
a result, the T2* measurements were consistent across various 
devices (lied within the 95% confidence interval). This result 
clearly indicates that the previously developed formulas for 
the conversion of T2* values into LIC can be used for these 
scanners as well. It should be considered that the mapping 
parameters were selected to be as similar as possible to those 
that we used on the reference scanner. The modification of the 
most parameters should not significantly change the calculated 
T2* values; however, the choice of TE values   for the mGRE 
and uTE sequence should be very careful, since different sets 
of TE times can strongly affect the calculated T2* values   due 
to the phase effects between fat and water signals.(5) 

Thus, to use the previously obtained curves to convert 
T2* values into LIC, (4,6) it will be sufficient to test the 
correspondence of T2* values   using the phantom we created. 
In case of any discrepancies, the scanning protocol should be 
modified until this concordance is obtained. Our experience 
gained in this study showed that good concordance could be 
obtained using scanners from different manufacturers, which 
was also confirmed by the previous studies. 

The standardization protocol created in the following 
study provided an opportunity to use the empirical formula for 
converting T2* values into LICm that has been developed in 
our institute(4,6) as well as for other calibration curves (18,19) for 
any MRI scanners.

As a result of this study, the method for the 
standardization of T2* mapping on various 1.5T and 3T MRI 
scanners was tested. This method is based on the use of our 
MR-compatible phantom. Using this phantom allows for a 
quick and effective comparison of obtained T2* values against 

Fig. 4. Testing the reproducibility of the results: A, B - correlations 
between the T2* values   obtained on reference and other devices 
with field strengths of 3T and 1.5T, respectively. C, D - Bland-
Altman plots for similar Т2* values. 
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the reference values and for calibration (if necessary). Liver 
iron overload can thus be measured without prior long-term 
validation of T2* mapping and conversion of T2* values (ms) 
into LIC (mg/mL).
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